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Description of PPPs:

“Forms of cooperation between public authorities and the 
world of business which aim to ensure

(a) the funding, construction, renovation, management or 
maintenance of an infrastructure or

(b) the provision of a service”

“Infrastructure PPPs”

“Services PPPs”

Objective: to facilitate the development of PPPs under
conditions of effective competition and legal clarity

In preparation: EC instruments on service concessions and on 
institutionalized PPPs
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Why are PPPs so attractive today?

Access to private funding

Funding and financial risks often (partly) provided or assumed by the 
private-sector partner

Access to private know-how

Research and development, innovative technology, project and risk 
management

Access to other resources (in the audiovisual sector):

- Access to distribution platforms controlled by private 
companies? 

- Access to content rights owned by private companies?

Possible disadvantages of PPPs

Long-term ties, reduced flexibility and independence

More difficult to adapt to new circumstances

High transaction costs

Complexity, no standard framework

Legal difficulties

Delicate distribution of responsibilities and risks

Need to reconcile different interests (public service vs. commercial)

Uncertainties about interplay of different European and national
frameworks

Case-by-case assessment needed on whether a PPP option offers 
added value
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PPP

Relevant legal frameworks for PPPs

National PSB Law

EC Internal Market
Rules
-> Transparency
-> Equal treatment
Public Procurement
Directive

EC Competition and State 
Aid Rules
-> No over-compensation,

no cross-subsidization
Financial Transparency 
Directive
-> Transparency: separate

accounting

-> Public service remit
-> Organization
-> Funding
-> Independence

-> Public tendering

PPPs and State aid rules

Notion of State aid (Article 87):

Measure attributable to
public authorities
Involving transfer of 
State resources
Favouring an undertaking

Justification of State aid
(Article 86(2)):

Justified if it compensates costs for the 
provision of a service of general 
interest (SGI)

STATE

PSB

PPP

provides
funding
for 

may provide
funding
for

If PPPs receive State aid, notification to, and authorization by, 
the European Commission may be required
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Financial Transparency

Financial transparency Directive 80/723/EEC (amended version)

Contains obligations for undertakings receiving public service 
compensation (not necessarily State aid)

Separation of accounts necessary between activities falling within
and outside the public service remit

No separation of accounts necessary between programmes, 
channels or services falling within the remit 

Costs and revenue must be allocated on the basis of consistently
applied and objectively justifiable accounting principles. (*)

(*) But costs for the production of a public service programme can be entirely 
attributed to public service activities even if the programme is also exploited 
commercially; see Broadcasting Communication § 56

PPPs and Financial Transparency rules

PSB and Public Procurement Rules

Main principles derived from the EC Treaty 

Equality of treatment

Transparency

Proportionality

Mutual recognition

PPPs and Internal Market rules

STATE

PPP

- organizes/sets up
- confers remit on
- provides funding for

- organizes
- chooses partner
- gives tasks

PSB

These principles may need to be taken 
into account when, for example, a 
private-sector partner is being chosen
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Public Procurement Directive 2004/18/EC

In principle, obligation to apply public tendering procedures

PSBs and/or PPPs within scope of Directive? Depends on 
substantial State influence (*) and non-commercial character

Exclusion of programme-related contracts (**) from obligatory 
public tendering

(Limited) exclusion of research and development contracts

PPPs and Public Procurement rules

(*) Depending on: majority funding, management supervision or majority board membership
by the State or other bodies governed by public law (Article 1(9)

(**) Public contracts for the acquisition, development, production or co-production of  
programme material intended for broadcasting and contracts for broadcasting time.

PSB

Supplier

PPP

Relevant rules depend on the kind of PPP

Procurement PPP

EC Rules on Competition
and State Aid and
Financial Transparency

EC Rules on Internal Market
and Public Procurement

National PSB Law
Provide facilities 
(infrastructure, rights, 
concepts, etc.) to PSB
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Provide services of 
general interest  (e.g. on-
line information service)

Public service
PPP

Procurement 
PPP

EC Rules on Competition
and State Aid and
Financial Transparency

EC Rules on Internal Market
and Public Procurement

National PSB Law

Relevant rules depend on the kind of PPP

Purely
commercial 

PPP

Provide revenue   
(e.g. from sale of 
advertising) to PSB

Public service
PPP

Procurement 
PPP

EC Rules on Competition
and State Aid and
Financial Transparency

EC Rules on Internal Market
and Public Procurement

Relevant rules depend on the kind of PPP
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Take precautions in four areas: 

Clarification of remit
whether PPP activities fall within or outside the public service
remit

Transparency
regarding separation of accounts, selection of suppliers and 
private partners

Equal treatment
regarding selection of suppliers (except for programme 
material) and of private partners (also from other Member 
States)

Proportionality
no cross-subsidization of commercial activities (transactions at  
market prices), no unjustifiable market distortions through 
public service activities.

How to navigate the labyrinth


